Specification and verification techniques for abstract data types that have been successful for sequential programs can be extended in a natural way to provide the same benefits for concurrent programs. We propose an approach to specifying and verifying concurrent objects based on a novel correctness condition, which we call "linearizability." Linearizability provides the illusion that each operation takes effect instantaneously at some point between its invocation and its response, implying that the meaning of a concurrent object's operations can still be given by pre-and POStconditions.
Int reduction
This paper shows that the specification and verification techniques for abstract data types that have been successful for sequential programs can be extended in a natural way to provide the same benefits for concurrent programs. Our two main contributions are:
. New techniques for using (sequential) axiomatic specifications to reason about concurrent objects; and l A novel correctness condition, which we call linearizability.
Informally, a concurrent system consists of a collection of sequential processes that communicate through shared
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suggests registers with read and write operations, we use the term concurrent object to suggest a richer semantics. Each object has a type, which defines a set of possible values and a set of primitive operations that provide the only means to create and manipulate that object. We can give an axiomatic specification for a typed object to define the meaning of its operations when they are invoked one at a time by a single process. In a concurrent system, however, an object's operations can be invoked by concurrent processes, and it is necessary to give a meaning to possible interleavings of operation invocations.
Our approach to specifying and verifying concurrent objects is based on the notion of linearizability. A concurrent computation is linearizable if it is "equivalent," in a Sense formally defined in Section 3, to a legal sequential computation.
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a number of correctness conditions both implicit and explicit in the literature.
Using axiomatic specifications and our notion of linearizability, we show that we can perform two kinds of reasoning:
l We reason about concurrent computations by transforming assertions about concurrent computations into simpler assertions about sequential computations.
Familiar axiomatic techniques help prove these transformed assertions.
l Implementations of concurrent objects are necessarily more complex then their sequential counterparts. We reason about the correctness of linearizable implementations using new techniques that generalize the notions of representation invariant and abstraction function to the concurrent domain.
Section 2 presents our model of a concurrent system and specification technique; Section 3 defines and discusses linearizability, including its locality property; Section 4 illustrates reasoning about concurrent registers and queues; Section 5 illustrates reasoning about an implementation of a concurrent queue; Sections 6 and 7 contain discussions on related work and the significance of linearizability. A history H is sequential if:
System Model and
1. The first event of H is an invocation.
2. Each invocation, except possibly the last, is immediately followed by a matching response.
3. Each response, except possibly the last, is immediately followed by an invocation.
A ~KXXJSS subhistory, HjP (H at P), of a history H is the subsequence of events in H whose process names are P. Proof: The "only if" part is obvious. From the assumption that each object's history is finearizable, there exists for each object x an induced totat ' In dat&$$e$, &aliz&ility is often provided in cot'@nCtion with fa&re amm'city, ensuring that a transaction intempted by B fi%lUfe Will hEWe no effect.
order Cx on its own operations, and by the well-formedness criteria for histories, each process P induces a total order <,, on its operations. We claim that the transitive closure of the union of all <x and $, is a partial order, +. and hence can be extended to a total order, <. Notice that each <x and <,, is compatible with 4.
Suppose 4 is not a partial order. Then we can construct a cycle e, l . . . l e,, where e, = en, such that e, + es 4 . . . -C e,, where ei-, and ei, 1 < i 5 n, are related by some Cx or $ The contradiction is immediate if no pair is related by a <p, because then all relations are induced by the same $, which is assumed to be a total order. Otherwise, the cycle of operations can be relabeled so that e, $, e2, for some process P. Because processes are sequential, the response of 8, precedes the invocation of ea, and because all relations are consistent with 4, the invocation of es precedes the response of en, which is identical to the response of 8,.
Hence the response of e, precedes itself, a contradiction. I Henceforth, we consider only histories involving single objects, omitting object names from events.
Locality is important because it allows concurrent systems to be designed and constructed in a modular fashion; linearizable objects can be implemented, verified, and executed independently. A concurrent system based On a non-local correctness property must either rely on a centralized scheduler for all objects, or else additional constraints must be placed on objects to ensure that they follow compatible scheduling protocols. where vn = v, P, I P, and each implication is justified by Axiom C, I, or R.
Intuitively, a derivation is like a history. Instead of reasoning about histories directly, however, we use axiomatic proof techniques to reason about derivations-each implication in a derivation is like a step in a proof where each step in the proof is justified by some axiom. For each operation of a typed object, Axiom C is instantiated to yield type-specific closure axioms, and similarly for Axioms I and R.
In any derivation showing H is linearizable, the order in which Axiom C is applied to pending invocations induces a valid linearization ordering on the operations of H. Informally, the following lemma states that an operation must appear to "take effect" at some instant between its invocation and its reSpOflSe.
Lemma 2: Let 'inv A' be the ith event of H, and let the matching response 'res A' be the jth event. Any derivation showing that H is linearizable must include an application of Axiom C to infer: <v, P> f Possk =+ <v', P -{inv A}> E Pass, forsomek.isk<j.
Proof: The only way to infer anything about Pass, from Pass,., is to apply Axiom I as follows:
<u, Q> E Pass,-, 3 <u, Cl U {inv A}> E PLater in the derivation, the only way to infer anything about Pass, from Posr+, is by applying Axiom R:
<w, R3 E Possj-, and 'inv A' It R e <w, R> E Poaq. Between these two steps, the only way to remove 'inv A' from the set of pending invocations is by applying Axiom C as shown above. I
We use Lemma 2 and type-specific instantiations of Axioms C, I, and R to prove properties about concurrent objects. First, we look at concurrent queues. Lemma 5: If Q is a sequential queue history where x is enqueued before y, then ,x is not dequeued after y.
Proof: From Axioms E and D. I Moreover, because the enqueue of x precedes the enqueue of y, the derivation must apply Axiom C to x's Enq first. By Lemma 5, the derivation must also apply Axiom C to x's Deq before y's Deq, thus y's Deq operation cannot precede x's De& I Gottlieb et al. <q', P'> E Possj * <ins(q',x), P' -{Enq(x) A}> E Possi which is legal only if the invocation has occurred. I
Two Lemmas about Concurrent Queues
Before we turn to verification of implementations, we state and prove two lemmas about queues that will be used to help verify the queue implementation of the next section.
In a derivation, an Enq inierence for x is an instantiation of Axiom C of the form:
<qi, Pi> E Possk =+ <ins(qi,x), Pi -{Enq(x) A)> c Pass, A Deq inference is defined analogously.
Two inferences commute in a derivation if their order can be reversed without invalidating the derivation. A derivation
showing that <q, P> E Pass, is in canonical form if each Enq inference for an item in q occurs "as late as possible," i.e., it does not commute with the next inference in the derivation.
Lemma 9 implies that if x is in q, the event following the Enq inference for x is either the return event for x, or the return event for an item that follows x in q.
Lemma 9: If 6 is a canonical derivation showing that <q, P> E Pass,, and x is an item in q, then the inference following the Enq inference for x is either the Enq inference for the item following x in q, or an application of Axiom R for the matching response to Enq(x).
Proof: We show that x's Enq inference commutes with all other inferences.
If the next inference in 6 is the Deq inference for an item y, then 6 cannot be canonical, because:
<I+ Pi> E Pass, * <ins(qj,x), Pi -{Enq(x) A)> E Possk * <rest(ms(qi,x)), Pi -{Enq(x) A, Deq() B}> E Posq, is equivalent to:
<qi' Pi' E Pass, * <rest(q$),P. -(Deq() B)> E Pass, * <ins(rest(ql),x), Pi -{Enq(x) A, Deq() B)> E Posq, Here, we exploit the observation that because x is in q, qi must be non-empty, hence rest(ins(q.,x)) = ins(rest(q.),x).
Similar arguments show that x's i&q inference cAmmutes with all applications of Axiom I, and with a)l applications of Axiom R for non-matching response events.
Finally, we observe that any Enq inference for an item in q must follow all Enq inferences for items whose Deq inferences appear in 6. I Lemma 10 states that we can consider equivalence classes of queues rather than individual queues.
Lemma 10: If <q, P> E Pass,, and q* is a queue value constructed by rearranging the items of q in an order consistent with the partial precedence order of their Enq operations, then <q*, P> E Pass,.
Proof: We argue inductively that if there exists a canonical n-step derivation that <q, P> E Pass,, there also exists a canonical n-step derivation that <q*, P> E Pass,.
Base step: Trivial for n = 0 where q = emp. Induction hypothesis: If <q, P> E Pass, has a canonical derivation of length less than n, <q*, P> E Pass,.,, has a canonical derivation of the same length.
Induction step: Given an n-step canonical derivation 6 that <q, P> E Pass,, we construct an n-step canonical derivation 6' that <q*, P> E Pass,. If the last step of S is an application of Axiom I or R, then q,., = qn, and we have an n-l step canonical derivation that <q,, P,,,) E Poss,.,,,. The induction hypothesis yields an n-l step canonical derivation that <q* , PJ E Poss,~, , and reapplying the last inference yields a derivation that (q', P,,) E Pass,.
Otherwise, the last step of 6 is an Enq or Deq inference, which can be discarded to yield an n-l Step CanOniCal derivation that <q,., , P,,,> E Pass,. Suppose the discarded inference is an Enq inference for x by A. Define q,., * to be q* with x deleted from the queue. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an n-1 step canonical derivation a,-, l that <qh-, l , P,-,> < Pass,. If x is the last element in q*, then we construct 6' using Axiom C to enqueue x to q,,,*. Otherwise, let y be the item immediately following x in q', let B be the process that enqueued y, and let the jth inference of 6 ,,, l be the Enq inference for y. By Lemma 9, the next event in the history is the return event for some item z that follows x in q'. Since z's Enq operation is concurrent with x's Enq operation, 'Enq(x) A' E Pi'. We construct 6' as follows: all inferences before j are unchanged, and the jth inference of 6' is x's Enq inference: <qi*, Pi'> E Pass, =3 <ins(qi',x), Pi* -(Enq(x) A}> < Pass, which is justified because 'Enq(x) A' is in Pi'. For j < k < n, the kth inference of 6' is the (k.l)st inference of 6, with ins(qi+,x) substituted for qi* and P,' for Pk. To show that 6* is sound, we must check that each axiom's pre-condition is still satisfied. The result is immediate for applications of Axioms I and R, as well as for Enq inferences, since it is always legal to append an Enq to a history. For Deq inferences, we observe that every daqueued item was enqueued before x, hence at each Deq inference, the value at the front of the queue is unchanged. Finally, 6' is canonical because the Enq inferences for x and y do not commute.
Suppose the discarded inference was a Deq inference, where first(qJ = x. Define q,,; to be the queue value such that first(q,-,*) = x and rest(q,-,*) = q*. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a canonical n-l step derivation S,., l that <q,-, l , P,.,> E Poss,. Since 'Deq() A' E P "-,, we can use Axiom C to extend IS,,, * to a canonical derivation 6' such that <rest(q,.,*), P,,, -{Deq() A}> = <q', P,> E Pass,. For brevity, we leave out the axioms and traitq for records and arrays, which can be straightforwardly given (see [20, lo] ).
Let R be a complete history for a queue representation, and let items(R) be the set of items stored in the array, but not swapped out. Let -+ be the partial order suck that x +R y if the STORE operation for x precedes the INC operation for y in R. If r is a linearized value for R, items(r) = items(R)
corresponds to the set of non-null items in the array, and 4r = -$ is their partial order. Finally, we extend the trait of Here is a proof of correctness. Proof: Assuming every rep history is linearizable, we need to show that every queue history, H]q, is linearizable. It suffices to show that the "subset" property, UrELin i&r) C Lin(Hjq), remains invariant over abstract invoca ion and responses and over complete rep operations.
IThus, it can be conjoined to the pre-and post-conditions of Figure 5 -2 as justified by the Owicki-Gries proof method [23] .
Axioms I and R give us the result for abstract invocation and response events.
INC and FET'CH leave the abstraction function the same. Thus, we are left with two cases, STORE and SWAP. By Lemma 13 we know that STORE adds a maximal item and thus, we can apply lemma Ii to show that the subset property is preserved. Similarly, by Lemma 14 we know that SWAP removes a minimal item and thus, we can apply Lemma 12 to show that the subset property is preserved.
Proofs be used to prove our queue implementation correct because of the inherent nondeterminism in our example.
Misra [22] has proposed an axiomatic treatment of concurrent hardware registers in which the register's value is expressed as a function of time. Restricted to registers, our axiomatic treatment is equivalent to his in the sense that both characterize the full sat of linearizable register histories.
Theorems 3 and 4 capture two properties of Misra's registers.
Misra's explicit use of time in axioms is appropriate for hardware, where reasoning in terms of the register's hypothetical value is useful as a guide to hardware designers.
Our approach, however, is also appropriate for objects implemented in software, as we have found that reasoning directly in terms of partial orders generalizes more effectively to data types having a richer set of operations.
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Discussion
Without linearizability, the meaning of an operation may depend on how it is interleaved with concurrent operations.
Specifying such behavior would require a more complex specification language, as well as producing more complex specifications (e.g., Lamport's [18] ). Linearizability provides the illusion that each operation takes effect instantaneously at some point between its invocation and its response, implying that the meaning of a concurrent object's operations can still be given by pre-and post-conditions. 
